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1. Introduction
The main problems to be considered in 

this report are the following: 1) What are the 
constituents of the hadrons, what are their 
quantum numbers, and what are their broken and 
unbroken symmetries? 2) What is tht dynamios 
of the constituents ( equations, binding foroes 
and the origin of symmetry violations)? The 
moat puzzling question is; why the constituents 
"esoape from freedom* and are confined inside 
the hadrons? 3) What experimentalists can tell 
us about the hadron constituents and their 
dynamics, if not finding then?

There are no final answers to all these 
questions. Today we can only give more or 
less plausible answers demonstrating that the 
questions are sensible.

Due to a great complexity of the matter, 
this review is by no means impartial. Never - 
theless, the attempt Is made to present also 
alternative views on the same problems. Many 
people have been thinking of these problems for 
years and it would be proper to remind their 
resulte haring to do with the present-day 
concerna. "Those who do not remember the Past 
are condemned to repeat ltf ( Jaspers).
2. Constituents

2.1. A way to "Colour-4ido"
The first model of composite hadrons was 

constructed by Fermi and Yang ( 1949) ( F-T). 
The constituents were the proton and the 
neutron, the pione being oomposed of thems 
Я + = р н  , Ж ° =  & ~ L  . The main difficulty

r r i > _  P P *n r iof the model was tho abaenoe of J h --- yf— ‘
with mass roughly equal to that of the pion 
( Bald In et al.). The F-Y model was treated V  
physios community without any enthusiasm, but, 
ae strange partlolee were being discovered,

the attitude to composite models was becoming 
more friendly. In 1953 Goldhaber tried to 
compose all particles from p ,И ,Кp, К" ( more 
symmetric fora of this model was given by 
Frisoh ( 1960), with constituents K*i K°, К .

A more natural extension of the F-Y model was 
proposed by Sakata (1956). All particles were 
assumed to be made of p,n and Л  ( F-T-S).
This modol successfully explained many facts of 
strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions, 
and in terms of it the SU(3) symmetry was first 
formulated ( liarkov, Okun, Ikeda, Ogawa, Ohnuki, 
Taaaguohi, Zeldovioh et al.). With proper 
modifications, it still oan be applied to the 
mesonic states. However, It oould not naturally 
explain the baryon apeotrum, and after the 
suooess of the eight fold-нау approaoh to the 
SU(3)-symmetry ( Gell-Mann and Яе'ежав) it made 
the way to the quark model ( QM) ( Gell-il&nn and 
Zweig). The essential differenoe of QU from 
F-Y-S model lies in the three-fermion structure 
of the baryons. The elementary particles in QM 
are the three spin-1/2 fermions( quarks) <jf.‘
U  ( & *  2/3, I *  i/г, i/i), d(Q=-l/3, I *  t/2,Ii=-i/2) 

and &  ( & - -i/i, 1 = 0 ) t mesons being c/c] 

and baxyons —  Ц Ц Ч  <

This model enables us to formulate the 
SU(6) spin-unitary spin symmetry ( Gursey, 
Radloati, Sakita, Pais, B.Lee, Beg et al.) whloh, 
If properly formulated and used, gives qualitative 
understanding of hadron spectroscopy as well 
ав oollineax decays and scattering processes.
The suooesses of this approaoh to hadron dynamioa 
were summarised at the London oonferenoe ^  

and they are really impressive. Host Impressive 
is the remarkable simpliolty of the quark 
dynamice to be dlsoussei below.

But let us turn to the difficulties. The 
main difficulty lies in understanding the baryon 
spectrum. In terms of the SU(6) x 0(Э)Ь symmet
ry ( L is the total orbital momentum 
of the quarks) the observed baryons are olaeslfl- 
od ( see e.g. ) into the ( mult, SU(6), L P )



multlplete (5 ‘ OV, (70, Г) , (56, 2+J, f5f, OVk

... with no candidates for (20lL p),(S6il'),l]0l0 t') 
eto. Here eight Уг + baryons and ten 
3/2 ̂ resonanoes nloely oomplete ( 5 6 , O V ~ ( ? / A +)

+  (10, 3/a+) But why do they belong to (56,0*)?
ffith Fermi statistics for quarks, It is 

extremely difficult, If not lapoeelble, to 
oonstruot a potential which gires a large 
mass for antlsyeaetrlc in spin and unitary spin 
20 and the aentioned peouliar correlation of

pthe S1J(6)-.structure to L  ( instead , it 
is easily understandable with Bose-quarks).
Even worse, the nonexistenoe of exotio states 
44<j »?*??? ( the triality puzzle) and <jfj

( the dlquark puzzle) says us that something 
essentially new must be added to the ве11-41апп 
-Zweig model. In view of these difficulties a 
new degree of freedom was Introduced ln 196? by 
Bogelubov, Strum ln sky, Tavkhelidze et al. 
and by Han and Hambu . Eaoh quark was 
supplied by a new quantta number ( now oalled the 
"oolour"), and it was postulated that the lowest 
baryon multiplets are made of quarks of different 
coloursC I.e., "colourless"). The difficulty with 
the statistics was immediately resolved while the 
triality and diquark pussies were reformulated 
ln terms of the problem that ooloured states 
must be muoh heavier than colourless ones.

Row we hare three families of quarks 
(^*> dg i S e ) > (^e, c/e , Sg ) and (Uf, da , )

(red, blue and green). There are two essentially 
different possibilities for prescribing to these 
quarks the usual quantum numbers ( now oalled 
the "flavours"). It is most natural to introduce 
a synsetry ln the oolcur spaoe, say SU(3)C 
( the other possibilities were also discussed), 
then, if the sleotrlo oharge Q. is the colour- 
-slnglet, the quarks of all oolours have Jdentioal 
flavour quantum numbers ( fractional oharges) 
and the 8t7(3) - syeetry must be unbroken. 
Alternatively, If we assume Q, to be oolour 
non-singlet» the quarks may here integer oharges 
and the SU(3)^ need not be the sxaot symmetry•

Other approaches to the statistics paradox 
( e.g. Greenberg ^  ) are generally connected 
with violations of the spln-statlstios theorem 
for quarks and, henoe, require a revision of 
the foundations of the quantum field theory.

2.2. Charmed Colour-ado. How лапу flavours?
The primary motivation for Introducing new 

flavourв ( charmed quarks) was simples why not 
have a higher flavour symmetry» say SU(4)
( Tarjanne, Teplita; Hara; ttaki, Ohnuki; 
Vladimirsky; Gersteln, Whippman; Bjorken, Glashow, 
Anati et al.; Okun et al., for refs, see
ag/6/ ).

Later it became dear that the fourth 
quark (o) is indeed useful for making weak 
interactions internally consistent ( Glashow, 
Illlopoulos, Mianl). Without extra quarks and/or 
leptons all usual foreulatlens of weak interac
tions badly violate universality and oannot 
survive. With the oharmed quark we oan also 
restore the leptoa-quark universality. Finally, 
the exlstenoe of strangeness - conserving 
neutral weak ourreat and the absenoe of the 
strangeness-ohanging ones is easily explained 
only In the theories with extra quarks. Thus we 
have very good reasons to believe ln the 
fourth quark.

The disoovery of j /y  family ( S' ) 
tells us that we are on a right track interpre
ting them as d  5 . Of oourse, there are
mors exotio explanations of the S'- partioles 
but we oan say that ln general the оharmonium 
(6 C) speotrosoopy is today in a good shape 
( see ap. the talk given by Be Rujula at this 
conference). As we have heard at this oonferenoe 
there is a reason to believe that a particle 
X ) = U C  ( C  is the oharmed quark)» was 
discovered at SLAC» If confirmed, this would 
give the d  - quark the same status as the older, 
unoharmed quarks ( being neoessary though 
invisible). But are we in need of more quarks?



The experiments» muoh discussed at thia 
conference, seem to tell us that the introduc
tion of one or two extra quarks ( 4" and " b " , 

e.g. ) would be harmless and even agreable.
The large R  ln £+6 annihilation into 
hadrons, dllapton events, anomalies in У  - 
reaotlons,etc., axe most naturally understood 
with fire or six flavours of quarks and some 
new leptons ^  . Suoh new flavours were 
disoussed as soon as ^  was born ( Barnett; 
Eararl; F.Bogolubov, Matveev, Kua^mln,
Tavkhelidse et &L«; Hohapatra, Patl;
Fritesoh, Minkowski; Wllozek et al. /^|10/
Later It was suggested that more than three 
quark flavours are required ln unified 
theories of the weak» eleotromagnetio, and 
strong Interactions based on a single gauge 
group, If one wants to aTold the introduction 
of extremely heary gauge bosons ( >, 1015ffeV). 
The minimal number ot quark flavours In this 
approaoh ls six ( for a detailed explanation 
and references see: frltesoh ). Introduction
of new quarks and leptons allows one to 
oonstruct beautiful vector- like theories of 
weak interaction ( for refs, see ) ; 
unfortunately they are in a bad shape at this 
conference. However» there exist other ( less 
symmetric) theories ef weak lnteraotions with 
extra quarks and leptons /Ч-/»А2/ „ ^ с11 
do not oontradict present experiments Z8// .

There ex»ts an entirely different approaoh 
to the problem of the flavour degrees of freedom 
wkloh attempts to give the internal symmetry 
spaoe a geometric meaning. As has been argued 
by Arburov and Filippov for weak
interactions, and by He'eman for strong
interactions, giving a geometrio meaning to the 
elementary partiole interactions ( i.e., 
connecting them with a ourvature of the spaoe- 
tlme) requires an embedding of the spaoe-tlme 
into some t)-dimensional spaoe. The minimum 
value of N is 10, as we oan looally embed any 
curved 4-dlmenslonal spaoe into some 10-dlnea-

sional spaoe ( has 10 Independent
components). Hence, the dimension of the compact 
Internal spaoe moat be not less than 6.
The corresponding symmetry group aooordiag 
to /13»14/ r o t  be 30(6) whioh Is looally 
isomorphio to 317(4). It should be stressed that 
this ls not the final answer. In fact, in a 
geometrio theery of this type the dimension 
and the structure of the internal spaoe ls 
dependent of the interaction whioh, ln turn» 
has to be deduoed from geometrio constraints 
( see А-3/ ). The solution ef all such с «el* tra
in ts is a challenge, very little known as yet 
even how to approach this problem.

the geometric approaoh was reoently 
revived in an attempt to oonstruot a consistent 
dual theory of hadrons ln the feur-dlmenslenal 
spaoe-tlme. As has been earlier suggested by 
Fublnl and Tenezlano А 5 /  , the extra dimens
ions ( 26-4 or 10-4) required bqr consistenoy 
of dual models oan be ascribed to the 'internal" 
spaoe ( "flavemr spaoe»). Then for a large 
enough dimension of the flavour spaoe the dual 
theory could be realised ln the 4-dimensional 
spaoe-tlme . Ibis idea oomblned with the 
geometrio approaoh to the origin of symmetries 
ls being Investigated by Soherk, Sohwartz et al. 
Z16/ . As the most difficult problem of solving 
geometrio constraints ls not yet clarified, 
it is premature to deduoe from their results 
any predictions concerning flavour symmetries.
The only firm prediction ls that the flavour 
spaoe must be large enough; the larger is the 
dimension, the easier 1b the solution of the
geometric constraints.

To my mind, the most unsatisfactory
feature of all above mentioned approaches to 
flavours is their inability to explain odours. 
Usually one asks the questions: how many quarks 
are there? and what 1b the flavour symnetry group? 
Probably these questions are unfair to Vatuxe as 
stressed by Salem at this conference. Our prime- 
ry oonoern must better be not the number of



quarks and leptona but tho пияЪег of оопяегтей 
oharдев aad the nature of fundamental laws, 
controlling the "elementary* $article phenomena. 
Гв think that a "colour-blind* person cannot 
find such lews.

2.Э. Conllning oolours glте bl.rth to 
flavours

What la the noat fundamental thing In 
hadrodynamlcs? *e cannot answer this question, 
but we know the most puzzling thing: coloured 
particles ( quarks» dlquarkв e.a.) do not 
ooour In the physical speotrum. If this Is not 
merely the low energy phenomenon, then the 
oolour, being exactly conserved,has a chanoe 
to be the most fundamental property of quarks» 
and the oolour conservation has to be considered 
ae one of the most fundamental laws of Nature. 
With permanently frozen ( confined) oolonr 
degrees of freedom, we face the novel feature 
of paYtiole dynemics, probably requiring a 
revision of some basic Ideas. Some people propo
sed that the phenomenon of confinement is 
•simply* reduoed to disappearing the quark pole 
from the quark propagator in nonperturbative 
solutions of quark field theory. It is possible! 
but our task Is muah more ambitious: to eonstruot 
oolourlese bound states and to prove that 
ooloured states never appear in the physloal 
world. Я»ere eight be some analogy with quantum 
electrodynamics, where the longitudinal and 
"time-like* photons play a significant sole in 
intermediate states but completely deoouple from 
all asyeptotio physical states ( in modern usage 
they are "oonflned gluons* . For quantum 
description of this decoupling it is neoessary 
to supply the BUbert spaoe with indefinite 
metrlo*. Ibis simple triok does not help to 
oonfine much more complicated oolour degrees of 
freedom» aad it is quite possible that a more 
rodloal modification of the physloal laws is 
necessary for describing oolouxed quarks.

The most radloal approaoh to colour 
was proposed by Bussey /a7// et al. He sugges
ted that the matrix elements of the quark 
field operators are octonlons ( Cayley 
numbers) Instead of being oomplex numbers. The 
octonlon oan be written as 1B +  2 T 1a

A** twhere 1 are real ( or oomplex) numbers
and в д are "imaginary units" : Sa = -1 «
The multiplication law of is aon-oommuta-
tive and non-assoclative С generally (Q.6)C 
■ф ̂  (€c) ) . bike real and complex 
numbers» end quaternions, whloh oan be used for 
describing the spin» the ootonlons form a 
nomed algebra О  having a unit element ( in 
fact (9 is the highest dimensional algebra 
having snch properties). Replaoing ooaplex 
numbers by оotonions we are foroed to replaoe 
the I ( in the translation
operator С A  '* by one of the new Imagina
ry units, say € 7 .It appears that the
subalgebra of 0  whloh connates with
translations Q  ** is isomorphic to the 
algebra of SD(3). This is identified with SV(3)C 
and the quark fields are represented by 7<< 
where and is tbe flavour index.
Due to the noa-assooiativity of ootonlons, 
only oolourless operators can be observable 
quantities.

With ootonionio quarks the nightmarish 
quark-parton paradox oan be resolved. It оan be 
formulated as follows /̂ 0/, : the m.e.

has vanishing Fourier components 
if Pe is below the oolour-produotion threshold 
( 00 for permanently oonfimed oolour) and 
this is lnoonsistent with the early sealing in 
deep inelastlo processes. In other words, how oan 
one explain scaling with zero imaginary part of 
the quark propagator? The proof is based on 
inserting I  s  Z / n X n )  between quark 
fields ^ 1  and ^  and on using the trans
lations. For octonions < e i l [ ( Z l *x»l)l}>] Ф

2  (<etfn>)(<n(̂  >) aad the proof is no longer



valid. This simple example is given to 
drsnwtize the difference between the usual and 
ootonicnlo quark theory, the novel aspeots of 
whloh deserve a careful investigation.

The octonionie approach also bringв a new 
light on the ohoioe of flavour groups. Ootoni©as 
ax* associated with representations of 
exceptional Lie algebras ( e.g. й г is the 
automorphism group of the ootonion algebra, for 
other groups the relation is ноге oomplex).
For all exceptional staple Lie algebras the 
representations cannot be oonatruotod in tetes of 
usual matrioes. To oonstruot the representations 
of the exceptional groups Сг, , £«., £} , &s  

the octonloflo matrioes ( Jordan algebras ) 
or their direot products ( B.A.Rosenfeld 
algebras) must be used. For example the fundamen
tal 27 dimensional representaion of 
can be realized ln terms of the Jordaa Matrices 
which are 3x3 heimitlan matrices with oetoeionic 
entries, etc* All exceptional groups contain G* 
as a subgroup which., as we haTe seen above, 
oontain SU(3)tf . The group structure is as 
follows:
*v suf x sn(3);

Be ГЭ SO| x SU(3) x 30(3) 5

B7 D SUf x SO(6);
•t sul x 30(3) x Str(3) x SU(3).

Remark that all Cr (flavour) baTe ao abelian 
part. The fundamental representations of the 
■ost interesting group £?• an:

56=(20,i)+ (6,5j +  (f,3)/fS^,5^/;-clasei- 
leptons quarks fication/

As Q- la the colour singlet, (2 С  S W 4 

and we hare = 0  .The chargee
of quarks are naturally fractional If we suppose 
that there is the usual SU(3)-triplet of 
quarks U.,d,& with Q » ~  Q.j =  + l , Qj = fig, 
then the charge a  of all quarks are uniquely

dotemined C2 jr -(£, £, g  } fj {, £  ) 
and similarly the oharges of leptens 
(a*pt.) ~  ( в x £ X £ )  -u-t be

( ±  i ± i ± i ± i  12 neutrals). If we Introduce 
gauge bosons ( which is by no means necessary) 
wo have tie adjoint representation

lib =  (35J ) +(1,8) +  (£S,3) +  US, I)
gauge gluons leptoquarkboeone bonons

It can be shown that theories based on 
exceptional droups are welcomed by
recent experimental discoveries ^  , but w* 
will not dweli upon this. We only stress that 
among "Rlnple* ( mathematical termt) exceptio
nal groups only /5*7 is a plausible oaodidate 
( givia* more than 3 quarks and large enough 
ошяЬег of leptons, but not containing oolour 
octet quexks). Hence, there must be six and 
only six quakrs -60 IIORK QUARKS I

2.4. Alternatives
Th.ere are other approaches to the flavour 

symmetries not considering the oolonr 
coneerration as a fuainmental law. Pati and 
Salam introduce the following fundamental 
feraiones t  —  V й / Ь - 4 ,  6 = 0 )

$  =  Ce, £<j ( 6 =i , , coloured)
and Л *  ( 8 * 1  , L = 0 , colourless). The
quarks axe made of leptons в  and preqnarks
4  , Я': ил*МС1вв,

etc. Their lnteger-charge quarks «re uneonfi-
nad and unstable, with the lifetime ~*10"11-

12—10 seo and henoe oa& be found in emulsion 
experiments. This scheme is rich enough and 
flexible enough to be oompatible with present 
experiments.

There exist suggestions to revive the 
Ooldhaber model ( Lipkln /20/ ) and Г-7-S mo
del С Hyapkia ) which are not yet 
elaborated to be confronted with experiment. 
Finally, we note that some dualists propose 
the infinity of quarks and the corresponding



additive quantun numbers С D.V.Tolfcor/22/), 
Others» however, insist on finite number of 
quakra ^ 6 /  a *e cannot go into dlsoussion 
of these ideas.

3. Dynamlos of quakra
3.1» Independent quarks

As has been mentioned above, the simpleet 
versions of the quark dynamic в in w*s?.oh quarks 
are supposed to he almost freely moving 
inside a sphere gives very good quantitative 
results. Essential ingredients of this 
dyna*ios ( "quasi-independent quark* Bedel» 
whioh we now call the "Dubna hag*) proposed 
Ъу H.H.Bogolubov e.a. ( see ) and further 
developed and improved Ъу F.I.Begolubov 
are as follows. The quark a&ss sutside the 
sphere ( hag) ls very large ( er infinite) 
and it is very small inside the hag (~’ 
for mesons Ы and ^  for baryons B). The 
magnstlo assents of haryons are explained by 
small effeotive masses of quarks inside the hag. 
The important new results whioh oould not he 
obtained ln the phenomenologioal SU(6) approaoh 
are: the magnitude of уИ P , the oorreot 
results for 5/»/dv , a®® • Of
speolal importance ls the good result for 
£*/tfv ( Instead of 5/3 from SU(6)} At this 
point the relatlrlatio oorreotlons of the 
order of ~ 5 -  or the contribution of the 
orbital motion of quarks inside the hag are 
oruolal. The explioit expressions are roughly 
the following ^ J v=
As < 1г>з<^б",+^г> s £  we oan express $ a / c!v 

and yMp in terms of < ^ г >  , Describing the 
hag by a soalar spherioal well potential 
( the oavity) and finding the Dirao wave 
funotlons of quarks moving lnsido the bag» 
it oan he found that ~  1.1, f l  *  2.5,
<л}> я  о . * У т %  • We d0 not disouss

the applications of this approaoh to mass formu
lae where the results are similar to other

models ( e.g., the nonrelatlvistlo models 
with the oscillator potential ). For 
further discussion see papers by P.Bogolubo? 
and B.strumineky ( these prooeedlngs).

Relativistic oorreotions are also of 
lmportanoe in weak and eleotromsgsetlo decays 
of hadrons Involving the annihilation of 
quarks ( p -» , V -* e ё  ). The naive
non-relativistlo treatment of suoh processes 
has led to a rather p&radoxloal oonoluslon
that в,8‘ 1Щ Ц м 1~  S ?  la "«traat to 
the supposed SU(3) symmetry of the <jf f poten
tial. These processes were first treated by 
Matveev, Strumlnsky and Tavkhelidsse , very 
olear and comprehensive representation of the 
quark model results for different decays was 
given by Van Royen and Welsskopf Z26/ . jbe 
resolution of this paradox lies also in rela*- 
tivistlo corrootlons ( Struminsky, Llewellyn- 
Smlth ). In relattristlo theery, based 
e.g. on the Bethe-Salpeter equation,there 
are no apparent paradoxes with S0(3)-syneetry. 
The main idea of calculating the prooesses

h-* к'(е+е~)> h'(£v), h-*h'x(K)

oonslsts ln takitglnto aooount only о as-quark 
transitions. This assumption ls a generalisation 
of the well-known Okubo-Zwelg-Ilzuka (Ozi) rule 
and it was suooessfully applied for the 
mentioned hadronio decoys. The oaleulatlons of 
L.Soloviev, Anisovitoh et al.; Thirrlng, Beoohi 
Morpurgo et al. used non-relatiristlo approxima
tion. For a very olear and comprehensive 
presentation of these and other results of 
N.R.Q.M. see /28/ .

The oonslstent relatlvlstlo approaoh 
based on the Logunov-Tavkhelidze quasipotential 
equations for relativistlc bound states was 
developed by N.Bogolubov, Matveev and Tavkhelid- 
ae . The essenoe of their approaoh is the 
calculating of the moments of the currents 
\f/u , A}, between bound etates. With this aim 
they introduoe external field Ъ / * , a £



interacting with corresponding currents and 
consider the oase of small, slowly varying 
external fields. Then the variations of the 
energy of the bound state with respect to 
external field gives the matrix elements of 
the ourrents. This method enables one to 
reproduoe all the nice results of the model of 
quasilndependent quarks and to obtain more 
general results. For example,

_<££>+ ) и - J - N - < £ t +  )Cy  3 ( 2  3 m » + - J ,  ^  " ' j .

Similar results were derived by Oell-Jrfaan, using 
the algebra ot "good" components of ourrents 
In the Pa "*00 frame and by Shelest
et al. In the framework of relatlvlstlo
bound-state equations supplemented by the 
MarkoT-Yukswa condition 1 ^ 1  . Using PCAC 
one oan oalcul&to the processes h - * h  &  eto. 
With different binding "potentials" ( e.g., square 
well, oscillator) the more detailed predictions 
oan be obtained. However, It Is difficult 
( If not impossible)to describe all existing 
data by a single potential, and the introduction 
of some phenomenological parameters Is neoessary. 
This is the essenoe of the so-oalled current 
-constituent quarks approaoh to hadronlo decays 
summarized at the London oonferenoe ^  .

The essential ingredient of all these 
calculations Is the OZI-rule, used to describe 
the different construction of the PS-eiultlplet 
and V ( or T) multiplets. For the veotor 
(tensor) mesons it Is supposed that the process

U , d

U,c/

is very small while ior PS-eesons it is appre
ciable. Then V’ -f' are almost pure SS~ stft- 

, им + c/3tes, U>,f almost pure —  states,
while £ and 4 ' are oertain mixtures of 

и ч +dd ' mijting ia

easily taken into aocount by considering
e.g., the diagrams nr

OZI-4UI 
Ж

f  w
= * r

For pure hadronic decays the only 
у Ж

*----  ~  1

relevant diagrams are

4 ■

If we consider the scattering prooess then, as 
first suggested by levin and Frankfurt 
the process Is described by the sum of the 
diagrams with one-quark transition.

and W "

This Is a generalization of OZI-rule for 
scattering processes. The predictions of the 
model axe in reasonable agreement with experi
ment but show systematic deviations vhich can be 
naively Interpreted as the result of somewhat 
smaller radius of the strange mesons , we 
will discuss some related considerations in 
meson spectroscopy in what follows.

The simple-minded approaoh of independent 
quarks moving inside a cavity is supported 
by ideas of quark-parton models of Feynman, 
BJorken, Weisskopf, Kuti et al. giving
very dear and good description of all existing 
data on deep inelastic scattering of leptons 
on nucleons. Tho only cloud in this clear 
picture is the fact that the quarks are oarrylng 
only a half of the total momentum of the nucleon. 
The mls.rdng momentum Is usually attributed 
to fashionable "gluons", but this is only 
another way of stating our essentially Incomple
te understanding of the quark-parton struoture 
of the hadrons. The results of comparison 
of V/l/"».,. and are In good agreement
with tho fractionally oharged quarks. However, 
as was argued by Sal«и, Pati, Roy and Rajakes-



ran ( see /^5/  ̂ ln theories with unoonfined 
oolour there exists a possibility that the 
quirk charge sum rule ls also consistent with 
Integrally charge quarks.

Still other rery lmpresslre prediction 
of sXaple ijuark model is the quark counting 
rule for exclusive prooesses with high 
transverse momentum ( Hatreer, Muradyan» 
Tarkhelld2e; Brodsky, Farrar Hot
going Into discussion of Its nature we only 
Mention that it rests on the assumption that 
the ware function of constituent quarks ls 
finite when all quarks are at the same point»
1.*.» Y(x=o)~ T W  с oo ■

Henoe, in suoh prooesses the short-distance 
behaviour of the bound-state ware function 
is directly proved. An interesting problem is 
te eactraot from the soattering data some 
Information concerning the wave functions.

Remind finally the application of the 
quark-parton model to the reaction 2*€" -* had
rons

with dearly visible ln SLAC experiment * jet 
structure», corresponding to <j<j pair. This 
dramatises the meohaniffi of hadron production 
through the Intermediate state of two quarks.

3.2. Dynamled role of odours
confining independent queries.

Here we disouss some ether ideas about 
the dynamical role of oolour. The radiod 
octonion approaoh ls attractive, but» even if 
It ls oorreot, it only gives a new frame for 
dynamlos. It is also probable that there are 
different ways leading odour to confinement» 
and we are free to ohoose one that provides 
us with the simplest understanding of the 
hadron phenomenology.

The main faots of baryon speotrosoopy oan 
be explained ln remarkably 9lmple terns.
Considering the SU(3)-invariant potential,
corresponding to the exohange of colour-octet
veotor mesons ( Mambu; 0.Greenberg and Zwanzlger;
LipJcin /37/ )
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one easily finds that the effective coupling 
constants in different ohannels are

ohannel
MO)
(arb.units)

34
3°
-4

qq 
6° i 

+2 -8

14.

с
ЯЧ.

8°
+1

554
1°
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If the free quarks are heavy ( oo )
then the oeleurless states are» on this scde» 
maesless, i.e., "confined*. Prom the abeve 
table one oan infer that the mass of the 
oolour-trlplet diquark state is of the order 
of the quark aass. This makes the successful 
quark-diquark picture of the baryon ^125  ̂
quite naturally emerging ln this approaoh.

The colour-exchange vector potential was 
originally used for integrally charged quarks.
If we take the oolour-slnglet charge operator 
( henoe, fractionally charged quarks) and 
suppose that coloured veotor mesons are Base
less Tang-MUle mesons, corresponding to the 
exaotly oonserved S0(3) gauge group, we arrive 
at "Quantum Chromodynamios" QCD ( for refs, 
see e.g./10/ ) ( Oell-Иалп, Weinberg et d.).
As is by now well-known, suoh theories enjoy 
aajmptotic ( ultraviolet, 0.7.) freedom ( A.F.), 
I.e., the effective coupling constant 
is vanishing for p*-+ oo.

It is generally believed that la 
asymptofciodly free theories there ls a good 
reason to r d y  upon perturbation theory. Even if 
this is true for the estimate of the smdl- 
-diatanee behaviour ot the coupling constant,



the perturbatlve results for quark scattering 
amplitudes and bound states оannot be trusted. 
For example» consider the Logunov-Tavkhelidze 
or B.-S. equation with asymptotioally-free 
potential. It is not difficult to demonstrate 
that for small ? it oan be reduoed to a 
Sohroedinger-type equation with the potential 
of the form Vftj «  $ V 2 (1 + $  &, Щ  A > D 
/38/  ̂ soiutiona of this equation have an 
essential singularity ln the g-plane for 
which cannot be traced in perturbation tneory.
In addition» the soatterlng amplitude has an 
essential sli^ularity ln the £  -plane ( £ - 0  
for spinless partioles). In the non-relatlvls- 
tlo theory the singularity In the 6- plane 
has later been Investigated by Oehme et t

who treated the simpler potentials: \Z(7j =  

=$1г1~г (£n = Some general
ar&iments ln favour of the existenoe of the 
g-plane essential singularity were reoently 
given by Shlrkov /*0/ who considered the theo
ries with the bandau-Pomeranohuk null-oharge 
phenomenon» using the renormalization group 
equations and a speotral representation for the 
Invariant charge. It would be of great interest 
to extend his analysis to A.F. theorels. The 
moral of this discussion is: using perturbation 
theory arguments for Investigating U.7. 
behavlou; in A.F. theories requires some 
oautlon.

The attitude of the QCD proponents to 
the infra-red ( I.R.) behaviour of the theory 
with massless gluons is strikingly different.
In fact» it is proposed to entirely disbelieve 
perturbation theory and to search for some 
peculiar non-perturbatlve solutions. The reason 
for this lion in the fact that the QCD oan 
make sense only if coloured states are oonfl- 
ned. So it Is supposed that the effective 
Interaction oonstant ^ ( P lJ whloh tends to О 
for P*-* e>0 ( small dietanoe), Infinitely
grows for [>*-* О  ( large dlstanoe) providing

the desirable confinement. Henoe, the slogan 
of chromodynamists ( Wilson» Sussklnd»
Kogut; A.A.Mlgdal, Polyakov et al., for 
review and refs, see e.g. ): "Ultraviolet 
Freedom is Infrared Slavery*.

The exlstenoe of the oonfined phase was 
demonstrated for some lattloe theories as long 
as the lattice oonstant R was kept finite. The 
principal questione are; 1) Is confinement 
preserved when R-* О ; 2) is the oonfined phase 
stable against external perturbation?
3) does the confinement work for all sectors 
of the Hilbert spaoe and for all energies?
( remind that the structure of the Hilbert space 
and observables ln snoh a theory would be very 
unusual). Up to now there are no convincing 
answers to these questions. The reoent progress 
In understanding the confinement of quarks ln 
lattice gauge theories has been reviewed at 
this oonferenoe by Wilson . An attempt to 
oonstruot a theory of composite hadrons in suoh 
a theory is presented at this oonferenoe by 
Bardeen . The light-front foraulatlon
( to be disoussed below) of the QCD is used with 
a transition to the lattioe variables Is the 
transverse direotlon. Supposing the exlstenoe 
of a new phase of the theory ( not realized 
ln the usual perturbative solution)» in whloh 
the transverse gauge Invariance is exact, an 
attractive theory of oomposite hadrons oan be 
formulated. However, the proof of the exlstenoe 
of sueh a phase is still laoklng, the proof 
probably could be given for the finite lattloe 
constant but there is no Idea how to pass to the 
continuum limit.

The main difficulty of the confinement theo
ries lies in that the perturbation theory 
exhibits no hints for finding the oonflneient 
mechanism ( Appelqulst et al. The
I.R.behaviour in aonabellan gauge theories seems 
to be very similar to that of QED. Alternative 
calculations were performed by Cornwall and



Tlktopoulos. They olalm that the summation of 
leading logarithms give a cotv llneaaat , 1 . * . ,

la zero for some
ttadinBMatrix elements (T(7<! with oolour oreatlon.

Bren If these ( very diffioult) oaloulatlons 
are technically oorreot, we cannot rely upon 
this result. Some time ago it was shown 
(Arbuzov et al. ) that when you sum up a
logarithmic series whloh In this oase Is almost 
oertainly not convergent ( aost probably It 
is the asyaptetio series) the summation of the 
leading logarithms usually gives a result 
whloh has тегу little in common with the exact 
sua. therefore( unlike the U.V.freedom, the
I.R.slavery is not in good position.

Concluding this discussion we stress that 
the OCD is a тегу promising theory of hadrons 
composed of oonflned coloured quarks, even 
if we forget the mast ambitious attempts to 
unify all the interaotions ^ 0/> and some 
interesting phenomenologloal applications tc he 
dlsoussed below. However» it o»a be regarded as 
a real theory ( not aeraly a new «religion* of 
theorists) only after haring answered the 
fundaaental questions dlsoussed above.

3.3. Relativistlo bound states
A) Now we turn to equations describing 

relativistio bound states. The systeaatlc 
approaoh to this problem has been developed by 
Feok and Podolsky in 1932 ( F.-P). It is based 
on a three-dimensional one-time formulation 
of the bound-state equations. In the alternative 
approaoh ( Dirac, Fook, Podolsky» 1932, D-F-P) 
an individual tlae variable is assigned to eaoh 
particle ( for further details and refs. eee/,*5/,)> 
The first is not oovariant while the seoond is 
obviously oovariant. Both approaches have given 
палу fruits. The F-P approaoh in the femulation 
of Tama and Dancoff was applied to meson theory 
(Dyson, Low) and for nuoleon-auoleoa interaction 
(Klein, Levy, Macke), The development of the 
D-F-P approaoh resulted in oovariant equations

for bound states ( Nambu; Salpeter, Rethe, 
SotorLagtr, Gell-Mann, Low) ^47// ( 5owe rela
tions between both approaohes have been investi
gated by Zlmmermann .

However, in both approaohes serious 
difficulties were found. After having found 
the rules for calculating matrix elements of 
currents between bound states and the normaliza
tion conditions ( Nlshljltna; Mande.lstam) and 
with some exact solutions in the ladder 
approximation ( ffiok, Cutkoeky; Ofcube, Feldman; 
Goldstein; Nakanlshl; Kumner, et al.) it 
beoame dear that the price for covariance was 
quite hlgh-physioal interpretation of the bound 
state solution is unclear /^7/ , There exist 
solutions of the Bethe-^alpeter equation with 
negative norm ( violating unltarity) and

r  PCsolutions with exotic J  not oooariag in the 
nanxelatirlatlc limit, e.g. far A W  os 
system J P£= 0", 0*~) i~+, Z+~ , , 

are exotic and we never saw such states. Both 
phenomena have a common souroe - the presenoe 
of the relative time In the bound state 
equations. The states with negative parity with 
respeot to the relative-time reflection may have 
negative norm and/or exotic J *  /47/ • For
exanple, the solutions of the B-S equation for 
the pion are of the two types*, th* normal 
solution F x =  y s £ (p) (рщ‘) and the anomalous 
solution f K  ®  Y s ( P K ) £ ( p ‘,(picy).
Due to a factor (P<i =  ptk„ for H  = 0

the last solution has J fea  0 • All such
anomalous states disappear in the noarelativistic 
limit or in the equal tine limit. However, as 
we have argued earlier, any reasonable theory 
of bound state# must he rela.tin.atio. 
Besides this, the old eoual-ttme formulations 
were extremely complicated in contrast to the 
relatively simple B-S equations.

B) The escape from these difficulties was 
fouad by Logunov aad Tavkhelidze /4-3*45 / ^  
proposed the quasipotential approaoh to quantum



field theory whioh unifies the phyaloal 

siapliolty of the equal time formulation and 

the aatheaatloal simplicity of the oorarlant 

formulation. The main idea is that only the 

on-*ass-shell soattering amplitudes are 

relevant for calculating 'bound states» and the 

potentials are expressed ln terns of these 

cunplltudes. The siaplest example of suoh an 

equation for equal-«ass spinlese constituents 

is, ln coordinate space,

(Л +K*) (т'-АГ* % Y: d)

where i<l= ifM1- YYt1 , YY) -  the constituent 

■ass, {Л —  the bound state шва (& = №*)

7 — the three dimensional relative coordina

te, T  •« (4f~7f) In the CHS. This ls the Fourier 

transfox* of the moaentua-spaoe equation of the 

for*

-  {-dll— lM itE d £ L fL U I
T*(P) - ]Цтг+<11' i<‘- i ‘+co

For*allу it oan he derived from Llppean-Schwin-
yiq

ger (L-S) equation by substitution ŷ ',+

This equation was generalised for 

unequal-«ase ease and for bound states of 

partioles with spin 1/2, and was successfully 

applied to numerous problems ln elementary 

particle and nuclear physics .

Mathematically, the Logunov-Tavkhelldse (L-T) 

equation ls somewhat more oomplloated than the 

non-relatlrlstlo Sohrodlnger equation. 

Hevertheless for large olasees of the potentials 

different mathematical methods oan be sucoes*- 

fully employed for solving bound-state 

problems /50»51/ , *he L-T equation has the 

correot small dlstanoe behaviour ln the sense 

that it oerreotly reproduces the small dlstanoe 

behaviour of the wave funotlon and the singu

larities of the scattering amplitude In tha 

1-plane С poles and outs) obtained ln the 

oorrespondtog field theories. For example,

If we oaloulate the quaslpotentlal in any 

given quantum field theory by using the

perturbative expansion, the resulting L-T 

equation for the scattering amplitude 

oorreotly reproduces eaoh order of perturba

tion theory, and the asyaptotlo behaviour 

of M(4,i) for g<0,i-*oo oolncides with that 

of the sum of the corresponding ladder 

diagraas /32/ . Moreover, the differential 

femulation ot the L-T equation /50>51/ 0An 

be used for finding soattering amplitudes and 

bound states in non-renoraalizable theories 

when perturbation theory ls Inapplicable /5l»53/, 

A  large olass of ether quasl-potentlal 

equations can be obtained by substitution

(м2-А )-Х -> (тг+ к*)*) (Мг+К г)'Уг

where f(X,Xj= 1 . All these equations, like 

L-T equation, satisfy two-partlole unitarity 

and, with energy-dependent potential K1) 
oan Incorporate aanr-partlole unitarity. A 

rather simple equation uaeful for the 

desorlptlon of tightly bound states oan bo 

obtained with Is ( Filippov, see a l s e ^ 0/,)« 

Then the bound state equation

(тг-л)(a +K‘I % ( v =\Im 7k?<$ yrK ,

\1тЧкг" a M/z

1s of the fourth order ( with four boundary 

oondltlons) and ln It the effective potential 

automatically vanishes for (A~*0 
( Correspondingly, for not very singular 

potentials there are no M  -0 bound states).

Most of other formulations of quaslpotentlal 

equations as well as of the B-S equation have 

the difficulty that with any deep enough 

attraotive potential the mass of the bound 

state Is Imaginary.

Another variation on this theae is the 

equation proposed Ъу Todorov



This equation Is useful In OftlnuT.atJ.ng
high-energy ( K l-> 00 ) bebATiovvr of th*
elaetlo soatterlng ia /\ifJ- type theories
blit It is singular for К г-> - у н * (М + о) and
the potential V(l) is more singular for

D than ln the L-T equation ( In the above
оаве of the fourth-order equation the potential
is effectively less singular). These modlfina-
tlons are mathematically simpler, than the
L-T equation, and there are rather general
methods allowing one to obtain ваяв analytical
solutions for nore or less simple potentials 
/50,51/ ^

There bare been proposed many other 
modifications of the original 1-T equations 
(Kadyshevsky, Gross, Thompson, Froftsdal,
Todoroy, Taes, Klein et al. ) /*5,49/  ̂ pjjgy 
all differ either ln the oholoe of the f - 
funotion or ln the choice of the propagators 
(Л+К*)"1-» . A freedom In the ehnioe
of the quasipotential equation (QPB) corresponds 
to a freedom ln extrapolating the scattering 
amplitude off the mass shell.

C) The quasipotential equation onn be 
also rewritten ln an explioitely oovarlant 
form ( Matveev, et al. , see also Z29/ )s

% { ? ) *  JJ'4f(n-4) К  (4);
J ц  + р ‘~мг

K’P = 0, S

The oondltlon k-<]& 0 was earlier used by 
Markov and later Ъу Yukawa (M-t) / ^  for 
exludlng froa the theory the dependenoe on 
relative time. ( it oan also Ъе used for 
ohooslng the solutions of B-S equations 
having a finite nonrelativistic limit). The 
M-Y oondltion was originally invented as a 
mathematical devise for a consistent treatment 
of a bilooal theory of oomposite particles. 
These ideas were reoently revived by several 
authors ( see e.g. /5®/ ). The phyeloal 
oonsequences of a bilooal quark theory of 
hadrons, based on equations somewhat inter
mediate between quaelpotentlal and bag equati

ons, are most detellly elaborated Ъу Prepara- 
ta /57/ t iaea 0f the Preparata
approaoh is to entirely exolude the quark 
variables from the physical quantities, the 
only dynamical tr&ee of the quark struoture 
being supposed the bllocal nature of the hadron 
fields. This Is in parallel with attempts to 
use the bilooal ourrent algebra Instead of more 
speoifio assumptions of the paxton model 
( see e.g./34/ ), It is well known, that the 
predlotlve power of the bilooal current algebra 
is somewhat weaker than that of the parton 
model „ similarly, the bilooal quark theory 
of hadrons, reproducing many nice results of 
the constituent quark models, fails to give 
any definite prediction in several Important 
points ( e.g., for R * /58/ 
it is also difficult to imagine a simple explana
tion of the Jet structure ln £*g'-+ hadrons).
The main advantage of the bilooal theories over 
constituent theories lies in avoiding the 
quark-parton paradox ( also in parallel with 
the bilooal current algebra). Our point of view 
Is that a resolution of the paradox can only be 
found on a more fundamental level ( ootonlons?) 
and that the quarks, while not existing as free 
partioles, oan otherwise be regarded as real 
partioles of whloh the hadrons axe oomposed.
For these reasons we oonoentrate in what follows 
on the quasipotentlal quark models and on bags.

Return now to the oovaxlant quaslpotential 
equation. Generalizing tbe M-Y oondltlon we oan 
replace by воле veotor Дм • If this veotor 
is light-llk е ( / И = 0 ,  2 = (4 ,0, 0 , ±ij) 
we arrive at the simplest llrfit-front ( W )  
formulation of the OP eouatlon. Several forms 
of suoh an equation are presented to this 
oonferenoe /^®/ ( see also /60,61/ ^  there 
also exists an extensive literature on olosely 
related approaob of inflnite-oomentum-llmlt 
bound-state equation ( see e.g. / ^ /  ). Here the 
people depart from Weinberg's formulation of the



quasipotential equation in the infinite 
aoaentua system , the common feature of
all these approaches is to describe the bound 
states in the light-front systea ( or in the 
Infinite-eomentua system).

D) Why the LIGHT-FRONT?
The L-F dynaalog has been discovered Ъу 

Dirao (1949) but until recently it was 
practically unknown to physios community. Later 
Fublnl and Furlan /***/ realized that the current 
algebraist’s life is muoh more comfortable 
in the infinite aoaentua "fraae* which 
essentially coincides with the L-F "?г«яе*.
As the partons oan lire only in such a systen, 
it is now aost popular aaong theorists. The 
experiaentallsts gradually approach this systea 
with growing available energies In CMS.

It we boost any Loxeutz systea In Z. — 
direction then for Рг-*°° the aost natural 
Tarlables are the light-front variables 
•£ + 2, ii-z, у Denote the* as

X + = ̂ ; x. =  ̂ ,  X l  =  X, XI = %

and consider the variable X+as a substitute for 
the tlae variable "t . The classical dynaalcs 
in suoh variables Is not slaple. 
s.g. (a*m vr=o  *ч> (г ^ _ - 2 1 + * г)у= о  
and the initial value p r o b le m  on the surface 
X+ = 0 is known by aatheaatloians as being 
•Incorrect" ( Infinitely many solutions). 
However, If we require that these solutions 
correspond to the finite energy* there would 
be no aablgulty In finding sueh solutions I'&l, 

She L-F quantum theory for finite degrees 
of freedoa is not auch different froa usual 
( as realised by Dirac). However, for infinite 
degrees of freedea (QFT) the new theoi7  Is 
radically different. Due to the existence of 
the positively definite conserved operator 
Po -hp* ( for particles with W 1-0, ро=!Е</р‘+1̂ 1'>^Рг 

the interactions do not produce partiale-anti-

partlole pairs, and one can hope to avoid such 
frightening theorems as Haag's theorem and 
Coleaan’s theorea . j,et us explain
this point in suae detail ( for details and 
refs, see ):

1) For systMis with finite degrees of 
freedloa we have very nice von Neumann's 
theorea that all irreducible representations 
of the commutation relations ["Q.i (p), Cij(p'j] =:
=  Scj h p - p ' )  **• unitar.r equivalent,
and so we oan detine the physical racumt
suoh that tti( р Л 0> ^  = O-i(p)IО =  о.

2) For systems with infinite degrees of 
freedoa, according to Hhag's theorea |0>f() =|0><aWj 
and even free fields with different адмаея are 
unitary inequivalent I Stated In other way,
this веапя that ('Ьгоа)\0 '>йяпд does net
exist* due to the pair production fro* the bare 
vaouua. In contrast, / S ^ +Z ,- °o )| 0> ^ M  
ргоЪвЪ1у ват exlat. due fcn t-Ъ»

p0 +  p x forbidding the pair production.
Similarly, Coleman's theorea ( «the 

lsvarlanoe of the vacuum is the invariance of 
the world") is not true in the L-F variables, 
as the vacuum is stable under the action ef any 
charge operator: Q i l O >  =  I0}>

If the charge is not conserved, then 
and Q i  annihilates the vaouum. We see that 
the vacuum Is always «utomatically Invariant. 
This fact is especially useful in considering 
dynamloal realisation of chiral symmetries 1^ 1, 

These and other conceptual advantages of the 
L-F variables give us all the reasons for using 
the L—F dynaalcs in relativistic bound state 
theory. There are also several practical 
advantages of these variables: 1) The stability 
group ( the little group) of the light-like 
systea, ( Е г.У‘Ю ) ’!<Тз , is larger than the 
corresponding stability group of "space-like* 
systems, X Tj , and the first has the 
Galilei group as a subgroup. For this reason 
the dynamics In L-F system is ( somewhat 
paradoxically!) very similar to nonrelatlvlstlc



dynamics . 2) It follows that the bound 
state equations ln this system nust Ъе of the
three-dimensional quasipotential nature /63/
3) The conoept of the L-F Tarlablee proved to 
Ъе тегу useful ln parton model» ln the light- 
-oone ourrent algebra» and it revealed Its 
practical advantages ln treating deep-inelastic 
processes. To unify these semlphenomenologloal 
approaches with quark-bound-state models Is 
hardly possible without using the L-F formalism.

Some preliminary attempts ln thie direction 
were presented to this conference. For example, 
the quark-oounting rules are naturally emerging 
from the quaslpotentlal equations ln U Y  
( Garsevanlshrill et al. /69// , Brodsky et al.

/70/ , Khelashvlll J1Xf , Kvinikhidze n z /  ). 
A connection of large and small momentum 
behaviour of meson form iactors Is discussed
by Terent'ev /73/ • An Interesting field of
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application of light-front formalism Is ln 
high-energy hadron-nucleus reactions where 
the constituents ( nucleons) are unconflned.
For example, by considering P ^  P P *  

d ~

P -
one can directly measure the deuteron wave 
function « ( X  , P * Pj t as the differential 
cross seotlon Is of the fora

J'(T 

dPfdx
In suoh a way the equations describing bound 
states of nucleons ln extremely nonrelatlvis- 
tlo situations can be confronted with experi
ment. similar equations can be used for 
other relativistic bound states С e.g.» for 
positronium, Faustov et al. /75/ Relatlvlstle 
nuolear physios and atomic physics provide 
us a very promising field for applications of 
the described formalism. Here we know the 
constituents and have a very good knowledge 
of the binding forces. Confronting theoretical 
results with experiment we oan probe our Ideas 
on relatlvistlo bound states.

B) Some other approaches to relativistic 
bound states are based on the Kadyshevsky 
formulation of the relativistic ibBlltonlan 
quantum field theory which elegantly generali
zes the non-covaxlant perturbation theory 
Starting from this formulation a olass of 
quaslpotential equations was derived. The 
simplest one can be obtained ( formally!) 
from the Lippman-Sehwlnger equation by substi
tutions _

and reads
Y>. (pj = i (У(Р-Ьк‘)?* (ф  d34

Vw7*?5"
By means of a transition to tbe relatlvlstlo 
coordinate spaoe It oan be transformed Into a 
differential-difference equation. The relatlvls—
tlo oeordlnate space /76/ Is related to the 

/77/momentum spaoe through the Shapiro 
transformation

This is the natural generalization of the usual 
Fourier transformation used in nonrelatlvlstlc 
quantum mechanics. In fact» the function 
entering this expression Is the relativistic 
form of and Its limit for m-»oo is 
exactly e i C ? m = Z rpi-

An interesting variation of this thane 
is presented at this oonferenoe by Mlr-tCaslmov 
et al. /78/ a jt is suggested to use the rapidi
ty variable instead of Eq: /у = вн (Eq + т*)ч

Then (EK - ~ /* ) 1 and the
sh X?resulting equation ln the coordinate space 

is a second order differential equation similar 
to the Sohrodinger equation. For the S-wave 
it reads

к  (v = V (v Y *  (V

This equation Is as simple as the Schrodlnger 
equation. The extension of this approach to



splnor particles and to the imequal-mass 
problems is very desirable .

Starting from the Kadyshevsky Hamiltonian 
formulation of quantum field theories a some
what different approach to relatlvj stlc 
equations for bound states can be developed.
In this formulation momenta of all particles 
belong to the mass shell ( as in nonrelativis- 
tlo theory). The formalism is particularly 
convenient for oonstrnoting the Took space in 
the light-front variables, the corresponding 
equations for n-particle bound states were 
considered by Kfcrmanov . It would be 
interesting to investigate suoh equations ln 
detail and to extend them to splnor particles.
A new feature of this equation I s a  dependence 
of the Fook amplitudes on a unit vector which, 
is somehow related to P/lpii 

However, the necessity oZ these new parameters 
and their meaning is not completely clarified. 
The consideration of some physical problems 
would be most instructive.

A simpler approaoh to the relatlvlstic 
two-partlcle bound states without extra variab
les is applied by Terent'ev /^3/ to different 
problems of the relativlstic quark model, 
especially to radiative decays of mesons. 
Bquatlons used by him are similar to quasi
potential equations, constructed earlier by 
Sokolov Z60/ , who starts from Dirac»a 
formulation of the relatlvlstic Hamiltonian 
theory. This approach avoids using the quantum 
field theory and only deals with the generators 
of the Poincare group. She quasipotential is 
introduced phenomenologically, the theory is 
only giving us a prescription for doing this 
in a oovariant way. Sokolov's method oan also 
be applied to many-pasticle bound-state 
problem , however, the practical realiza
tion of this possibility is not yet elaborated.

The methods described above do not allow 
one to specify the binding potential, and it 
should be extracted from some field theory or

be somehow guessed. We discuss several popular 
potentials ln the next section. Here we mention 
a possibility of constructing the two-partlcle 
relatlvistic bound-state theory, in which the 
"potential" is completely defined by the 
physical scattering matrix of the constituents. 
As proposed by Logunov, Khrustalev et al. 
the rslativlstic generalization of the Heltler- 
Sokolov-Wilson equation oan Ъе obtained
in the framework of the equal time formulation 
of the relativlstic two—body problem ln QFT.
The corresponding *quasipotentlal" ls expressed 
in terms of the elastlo and lnelastlo oross 
sections of the two constituent particles. This 
method has been auooessfully applied to the 
description of the high-energy two-partlcle 
scattering. It ls potentially useful for 
describing the two-particle bound states. In 
relatlvistlo atomlo and nuolear physios and 
ln hadron phenomenology It allows one to take 
phenomenologically into acoount many-partlole 
contributions to scattering and to bound-state 
energy. In the quark theory of hadrons its 
application ls less justified as some knowledge 
of the quark scattering amplitudes is reqnlred.

F) We have mostly reviewed above the 
quasipotentlal type formulations of the rela
tlvistic bound-state problem. There are presen
ted to this conference a few more conventional 
treatment of the problem. Cung et al. 
summarize the results of their Investigations of 
the two-feralon B-S equation with the kernel 
restricted to the zero relative time ( static 
interaction). The approach ls essentially 
equivalent to the quasipoteutial approaoh of 
Fauetov and Todorov m jn the paper 
presented by Ladanyi the small distanoe
behaviour of the B-S equation for bound states 
of a feimlon with a massive veotor meson is 
investigated С see also ClaSaloni вца Ferrara

). For similar ( but more relevant to 
the quark model) investigations see e.g/S*'a5/',.

c m



Mote that the authors of ref. /l'®^ start from 
the B-S equation tot subsequently reduce it 
to the Logunov-Tavkhelidae equation to simplify 
the calculation of the asymptotic behaviour 
of the bound-state form factors. ( Compare 
to /68-72/ ^  SoBe otber oaioulations of ■'.M.s 
behaviour appear to a related Method of summing 
the «leading* contributions of Feynman 
diagrams /е6,87/  ̂ oase the bound
state is conveniently defined in terms of a pole 
in the angular-aomentua plane. С See espeoially 
Kfremerr et al. , where the method le
consistently used for Investigating the 
asymptotic behaviour of for* faotors, and the 
validity of the quark counting roles, finally 
we mention some diverse results in. the theory 
ef the B-S equation whloh axe related to the 
problems discussed above. Sew ex&ot solutions
of splnor-spinor B-S equations are obtained

/яп/ /по/In references ' . la rei. 1 exaot
upper and lower bounds for the sum of scalar 
ladder diagrams are found, dim* and Jaffe 
have given a rigorous proof of existenoe of 
two-paiticle and three-particle B-S kernels in 
the Euclidean region for a wide olass of two- 
dimensional scalar theories. The struoture of 
the three-quark B~S equation is poorly known.
An Investigation of the general spinor struotu
re of the bound-state ware funotions is 
attempted in ( see also ).

Concluding this rather lenghthy and by no 
means complete discussion of present trends in 
the relativistic theory of bound states it is 
to be emphasized that up to now there is no 
formulation of the theory which is adequate 
for solving all problems, ocouring in physical 
applications. For different problems we hare 
to use different methods. In general» the L-F 
quasipotential equations see» to be most 
appropriate for describing relatlristic bound 
system. However, the B-S equation is better

suited for extremely tightly bound states 
(e.g., for zero mass bound states to be 
discussed in section 3.5).

3.4. Interquark forces
Once the equation is chosen the next ques

tion Is: What is the (quasi)potential aotlng 
betw»en quarks. The symmetry properties with 
respect to the oolour and flavour groups have 
been disoussed earlier: 1) The potential 
corresponds to the exohange of the oelour-g&uge 
bosons and most probably is ooloui^oonaerriag.
2) It either is flavour-conserving or has a 
small symmetry violating ter*. The main flavour- 
symetry violation is assumed to be attributed 
to the different masses of quarks. 3) ЛД is 
argued in the next seotion It probably Involves 
a pleoe corresponding to the exchange ot 
flavour-gauge bosons. Suoh terms are desirable 
for spontaneously generating quark mass differen
ces, As to the spatial dependence of the poten
tial! the oholoe between different possibilities 
Is muoh more difficult. Ve summarize here the 
most popular potentials together with new 
ones presented at this conference.

1) The «good old* osoillator potential 
( see e.g. / ^ ’^ V  W ( t ) =  Л ? ’ 
от ЪЪе vDag-ll£e'* osolllator potential Л'/си-~'̂ с+-11г 
( e.g. /73,92/ ^  Неве axe m0st popular d’ie 
to availability of the exaot analytic 
solutions for some of the bound-state bqvaxi-^Jt 
mentioned above. Ehe Regge-trajectories for 
these potentials are linearly growing with М г 

( or £ ). However, the form factors F ( f )  

of bound states have a pathological dependence 
on the momentum transfer V* and the predictions 
for exoited states ere unrealistic. Thus the 
oscillator potential oan be considered only 
as an approximation to the "realistic* poten
tial, whioh is only adequate for describing 
some properties of low-lying states of composite 
hadrons.



2) The QCD-potential "Часе M  ̂ Ю /
K'j)

?-a0 T ) V ert ~'j-oo
flare £? * ( % • ) ]  , at > О . This poten
tial has a singularity at Infinity. Гог H.-+0 

it is singular if Л -̂ d. and regular if d. >  4
< Such potentials have Ъееп applied to a 

description of the ^ <j states and especially 
to the charmonlum spectroscopy. For a summary 
of the corresponding calculations see the 
Invited paper of Mir-Kaslmor  ̂ aga дд80
Z®*/ ), in all these calculations either 
Sohrodlnger or sobs quasipotentlal equations 
hare Ъееп used. As many questions to theory 
and experiment are yet to Ъе answered, it 
would Ъе premature to araw from these calcula
tions any definite conclusion.

3) Some other oonfinlng potentials are 
discussed at this conference. Skaohkov ^ 5 /  f 
generalizing Kadrsherskr approach . ohtai-
nes a quasi potential equation for the 9 </ ~  

system with the potential
where W  is the mass ef the quark. W l  is 
the only free parameter in the equation, and 
fixing it, say, Ъу the requirement that the 
lowest state ia the ^  -eeson one oan predict 
a sequence of the excited states ( Aljr = 1100 
HeV, ЛIjn =  1465 MeY etc.). Unfortunately, the 
quarks are supposed to Ъе scalars end so the 
spin effeots hare not Ъееп discussed. Another 
attempt to confine quarks ls presented Ъу
Guenin Z96'1' , who «simply* changes the sign

{!of the mass of the gluon ( -* -fi ) ln the
space-like part of the gluon propagator, thus 
arriving at the potential Vtf (1*)~в0'*~* & ̂
( the quark propagator is not modyfled). It is 
not clear at the moment whether the corres
ponding theory remains causal. The phenomeno
logical applications are not disoussed.

4) Dolgov gives some arguments
ln favour of a douhle-well struoture of the 
^-potential. He starts from the Blokhint- 

quasipotenttal equation, and

observes that the struoture of the equation 
itself dictates a double-*ell for» of the 
effective potential ln the radial equation. It 
Is possibly true for other quaslpoteatlal 
equations for spinor particles. This idea is 
attempted to Ъе applied to explaining ' f  - 

partioles without new quarks.
5) It is known for long that a spherically 

symmetric well potential gives aloe phenomeno
logical results ln the quark model /23/ . Suoh
potentials naturally arise in an approximation 
to UIT-bag model ( see seot. 3.1 and 3.6). 
Another source of similar potentials ls the 
exohange of Infinite number of resonances 
with an exponentially growing mass qsectrum 

£ /Иа . As the exchange of one
particle results ln the Tukawa potential

oo
t tbe exohange of £>(p)

particles gives rise to the potential

't

haring a singularity at the finite dlstanoe 
from the origin ( FDS-potential). Suoh 
potentials oan Ъе obtained ln a non—polynomial 
field theory ^99,/ , or ln theories with 
infinite-component fields ^ 00/ > properties 
of the pion hare been lnrestigated in the model, 
supposing the quark motion oan be described 
Ъу the Euclidean B-S equation with the kernel 
( potential) V(n.)= . The para
meter к is fixed ( CL - 3 + 4 GeT) by. conside
ring the empirical mass spectrum whioh ln 
fact ls exponentially growing up to 2 GeV. The 
remaining two parameters and /*?<- are 
determined from the eigenvalue condition for 
the pion and from П(Ж->уЧ\>) . The predic
tions for r'(7r-,lS')f)){.rt!>x and for the slope 
of the pion Regge-trajectory oC-x are ln 
good agreement with experiment. The most remar
kable prediction ls the presence cf oscillating 
terns '

sev et al. Z98/
( In form factors

сЛГ£ ’n (ij and elastic oross seotions ^  (PPj



for large space-llke ~t . The period ot the 

oscillations Is predicted to Ъе ^  ~  5т-Уйг/'

In a striking agreement with the observation of 

Sohrempp and Schrempp Z101/ . le are not aware 

of any other natural explanation of the 

oselllatlene In found in 1/101^ .

Kote that the Regge trajectories for the FDS- 

-potential are approximately linearly growing 

with mass A) ( not M*! ), It le assumed

that a faster ( linear In М г ) behaviour will 

result from the contributions of lnelastlo 

channels opening for large M  . The theory with 

energy Independent potentials Is supposed to 

Ъе applicable only to low-mass hadron states. 

Finally) the FDS potential strongly oonflnes 

quarks hat the confine eat Is only p a r t l a l ^ ^  .

We discussed deverse coordinate dependen

ces of the Interquark potential for / f -  sys

tem. For choosing the most realistic one it is, 

first of ai-L, neoessary to oonslder the 

oorrespondlng three quark potential» and to 

investigate the radially exoited bound states 

of the three quarks. Very little has been 

done along this line ( exoept for non-relatirls- 

tlc and simplest relatlvlstio equations with 

(t) ) • To probe the radial dependenoe

of the — potential the d e o a y e  and the 

radially excited states of mesons should be 

oarefully investigated. Due to opening inelas

tic channels ( (lff)-*C</(!)C9̂ ) ete^ tl,i8

is ( at least I) a many ohannel problem which 

has not been discussed in detail* In addition, 

the experimental status of excited mesons is 

rather unclear. We discuss a possibility to 

Ъу-pass these difficulties in sect. 4.

3.5. Chiral symmetry and quark masses
There are other difficult problems of the 

quark dynamics which hare not been dlsoussed 

above, l) What is the origin of the flavour- 

symetry violation ( assuming the fundamental 

interaction is symmetry preserving)?

2) What is the origin of the approjciaa*- chiral 
syanetries ( e.g. SO(2)ft x S«(2)b s SU(3)B x 
SO(3)L ... )? 3) What is the origin of the 
quark masses and of their differences? ill the
se questions are obviously interdependent.
In semi-phenomenological theories it 13 usually 
assumed that the strong interaction of quarks is 
StrC-3) and StJ(3)R x SUO)^ symmetric, and the 
observed symmetry-breaking effeots are 
ascribed to the quark-masses. At a more fundamen
tal level we have to lorestlgate seriously the 
third question. One promising approach to this 
problem is based on the unified gauge theories 
of all interactions ( see e.g. and
Slamov's talk at this conference). Another, 
less ambitious one, is formulated within a 
semlphenomenologlcal scheme of quark-quark 
Interaction whi.oh simultaneously gives two 
apparently different effects: binding quarks 
and providing them with masses and mass 
splittings. This approach uses the mechanism 
of dynamical realization of symmetries whloh 
first has emerged in Bogolubov's theory of 
superfluidity and subsequently has
been applied to ferromagnetism, superconducti
vity, etc. The main Idea is that the invarian
ce of the Hamiltonian needs not to be the 
lavarlanoe of the ground state. To obtain such 
a solution we have first to remove the dege&e- 
raoy of the Hamiltonian by adding some 
зупиаtry-breaking term. This symmetry breaking 
is switohed off only after finding the desired 
solution. If there exists such a symmetry- 
bxeakl&g solution then, generally, there appear 
some zero-easa exaltations ( quasipartlcles) 
whloh, in a sense, restore the original 
symmetry. The ground state contains an infinity 
of suoh quaslpartloles ( magnons, Cooper pair, 
eto.). These ideas In the statistical physios 
were first formulated by Bo0>lubov m

Their relevanoe to problems of elementary 
particle physics was discovered by Nambu and 
Goldstone . we will call this approach



the Bogolubor-Hambu-Goldptone realization 
of symmetry ( BfTG). Nambu also suggested to 
treat the pion as the тазз1езз particle 
corresponding to BHG-realizatlon of the ohlral 
symmetry SU(2)R x SU(2)L . Examples of the 
quantum field theories with BNC— realization 
of the ohlral symmetry U(1)r x П(1)^ were 
first treated by Arbuzov et al. 
(two-dimensional) and by Nambu and Jona - 
basinio ( four-dimensional).

Following this line of thinking oonslder 
/107/ the п(п)й x U(n)6 symmetric theory 
( for definiteness consider n=3) of n mass- 
less quarks interacting through exchange of 
veotor ( or axial) gluons

P,i Pit'
4 vj'(P-fv= bj gluons

74
slr-glet octet

We treat this interaction as an effective 
potential ( propagator). As we are not talking 
about three quark states we oan be temporally 
•colour-blind*. Then the equations for the 
propagator of quarks axe of the form

CttQi i da
«

mc = o ‘-j
Tor different potentials ( e.g., for ?DS-poten- 
tial) these equations have solutions corres
ponding to tut с *  AM 7* 0 « I f  there is only 
the SO(3)-singlet interaction, then there are 
9 masaless pseudoscalar bosons. If there is 
also the SU(3)-octet interaction, then different 
possibilities arise due to strong ml:d:'-g 
of the quark configurations

A very preliminary statement is that ln this 
case only one pseudoscalar state remains 
massless, others oan acquire a mass. One oan 
also hope to arrange the relative singlet-octet 
coupling strengths 30 as to split the masses of 
quarks. This has been done in some simple 
models with factorizable partial wave poten
tials V g ( M )  (Ve is the angulax-eomen- 
tum projection of V (P~<{) ) . This
probably opens new ray for solving the three 
distinguished problems. Unfortunately,
"Things Take Time" . To demonstrate the 
consistency of this approach we have to do a 
lot of Job: 1) to find a noa-trlrtal syseetry- 
-breaklng quark propagators by solving the 
system of nonlinear equations with a realistic 
potential; 2) to find the solutions of the 
corresponding linear equations for pseudoscalar 
meson bound scates ( the B-S equations with 
th* "exact" nss=cy=Etrio propagator»)j
■j) to demonstrate that the 77 Green’s
function has corresponding poles and/от tc 
incorporate in this scheme a confinement 
mechanism.

These problems are essentially unsolved 
even ln the technically simpler "finite quantum 
electrodynamics" of Johnson et al.
( for new results and refs, see ). in
the paper presented at this conference Fukoda 
and Kugo Z110/ attempt to solve the non-li
near equation for the eleotron propagator 
introduced ln refs. A 08»11*/ , They claim the 
propagator to have ln the time-like region 
neither poles nor outs for arbitrary € г 

and interprete this as a "confinement". The 
absence of the pole can be proved quite 
convincingly, but they give no proof of the 
absence of a branch-point singularity. As a 
matter of fact, ejqpandiqgthe 3elf-energy part 
& ( P V  their electron propagator in a 
series of powers of d- ~  ^ / ч ж ( which Is
convergent for small enough values of c< ) 
one can easily demonstrate that any approxima-



tloa to & ( p }J has a branoh point at р г~-<5Г(0)

It ls rather difficult to understand why this 
singularity could completely disappear ln tbe 
sum of the series. This зга» most probably has 
a branch point either ia the time-like region 
or in the complex р г—  plane С ln a vicinity of 
p2~-<5(Dj for small ok). Remark In passing that there 
exist suggestions ( Dubui&kova, Efimov Z112/ ) 
to describe confined particles by •propagators* 
having no singularities in the complex р г- pla
ne except infinity ( an integer function of p* ). 
An interesting question iss oan such «integer* 
propagator naturally emerge in any quantum fiela 
theory? We think this problem has something to 
do with colour-confinement meohenism but a more 
serious discussion of this point is impossible 
at this moment. Che propagator of ref/110/ is 
almost certainly not an integer function.

Some other aspects of the BNG-realiaation 
of chiral symmetries are discussed at this 
oonference,. if.V.Bogolubov ( Jr.) et al. 
iwrestlgate ln detail the structure of the 
vacua» in the four-fermion theory of ref/106/ 
hr using Bogolubov»s tranefezwatlea.
Kleiaert Z11*/ Pervuahln and Bbert Z1^ /
try to avoid the detailed discussion of the 
quark dynamics and to construot ( without really 
solving the dynamical equations) a semiphenomeno
logical theory whioh oan be confronted with the 
usual SU(3)R x SU(3)i algebra of fields. Ibis 
Is achieved by «hadronlzing* the quark 
Interactions, i.e., by excluding the quark fields 
from the dynamics. This approach locks interes
ting but the important things must be olaxified 
before we can reach some definite oonoluslons. 
Without solving dynamical equations the meaning 
of such approaches is not clear. In addition, 
some intriguing problems of the chiral quark 
theory - the Ц' mixing, the problem of the 
BNG—nature of pseudoscalar mesons ( the so- 
called 0(1) problem)are not touched upon in 
this approaoh. The H(l) problem can be formula

ted as follows. In any quaxk-gluon theory the
chiral syametry is U(l)g * UCi)u , instead 
of the phenomenological SV(P)R x SVO\» In
the simplest models this results ln obtaining
9 pseudoscaler massless mesons instead of
desired 8 ones. This ls reflected la some
unpleasant features of the corresponding current
algebra which oan not be discussed here. The
approaoh based oa the nonlinear equations
for the quark propagator probably offer a sew
possibility fox the solution of this problem.
An alternative approach based on the unified
field theories is developed by Weinberg
The present status of chiral phenomenology
has been recently summarized by Pagels (see^11^/
where further references oan be found).

3.6. Attempt of synthesis in bags
The modern fashionable hags contain the

atM рХёьйшд tG Qjjiul V tfctie vi Uolj
incorporate the equations of motion as well 
as the foroea keeping the quarks inside 
hadrons. There are different sorts of bags 
which I will not try to describe here. On the 
parallel session they were disoussed ln some 
detail by Weisskopf, Kuti, P.Bogolubor, 
Strumlnsky and Mat ’ ev and here I only summarize 
several important points ( for further 
references and details see these Proceedings 
and А 1 М 2 1 /  #

The H.I.T. bag is the most natural 
relativistic generalization of the Dubna bag. 
The new features are the following: 1) The 
external pressure В ls Introduced to balance 
the internal pressure of quarks and gluons 
moving inside a sphere of the radius. 2) The 
raAlus R ls not fixed and is determined by the 
condition of the minimum energy of the system. 
This energy ls the sum of the three terms;
M  = ffiu«  + §  )* + n, <*>«* + +

+ [£гг*»8- |ь] + д Е с .



Неге П are the numbers of non-3traage and 
strange quarks reap.; is the momentum of
the quark, whloh la derived by solving the 
Dirac equation in the Infinitely deep spherical 
well. The second term represents a "renorma
lized zero-point fluctuation" energy, and the 
last terra is the oolour interaction energy whloh 
is responsible for spin-spin ( hyperfine) 
splitting of hadron masses ( this effeot was 
first observed In the frame of QCD by De Ruju- 
la et al. /^22/ ), 3) This expression was deri
ved by using an analogy between massless oolour 
gluons and photons, the oolour playing 
the role of the electric charge. The colour 
gluons were confined by brute force inside the 
bag and the result of suoh a brutality is nice, 
only the colourless statee can be stable.
4) The spectrua of excited states Is exponential
ly growing in this model ( Mf> ).
The Regge trajectories d ( M ‘j are also Infi
nitely rising but for the spherically syweetrlc 
bag the dependence on M 2 is nonlinear.

We have Just described a somewhat modified 
version of the M.I.T. bag. The main modifica
tion 0oneeras the introduction of the quarks 
as point-iike massive objects interacting with 
the ooloured gluons. This modification of the 
original M.I.T. bag has been suggested by 
Kuti et al. /1X9/ and by De Grand et al./'118/'. 
When confined to a fixed sphere, the modified 
U.I.T. bag reproduces phenomenological results 
of the Dubna bag and, In addition, incorporates 
all good features of the QCD—approach'/10^’J'22^ 
to composite hadrons. Note that the confinement 
of the colourless bound states Is in this 
approaoh an iausedlate consequence of the 
confinement of the gluons inside the bag. In 
general this bag picture ia successful in 
qualitatively describing the lowest-lying 
states of baryons and mesons. However, further 
improvements are required if we wish to 
account for excited states and soatterlng 
processe s.

First, the shape of tbe bag should be 
not fixed if we are to covftlAer tbe ртоезчея
of the fusion and fission of bars. As sb.owi

/1 23/by Low ' ’ the bljth-naergjr scattering of two
bags cen successfully reproduce tha naia 
features of elastic and inelastic nro«e**es 
of hadrons, provided thnt the bags яге allowed 
to assume highly noo—spherical shanpn. With 
strongly deformed bags, we сяп si so obtnin 
a good description of hadrons with hl^h values 
of the angular onnentura of quarks and explain 
the linear growth of the Repge trA,1fint.o-cj.es 
with M 1  ̂ .structure of the
baryons is also naturally inr-ludp.d in
this picture Z12'*'/ . a variational aptirosch 
to treating the static properties of deformed 
bags 1 з presented at this conference by 
De Tar Ẑ -2^  . a more rfldioal aodification. of
the bag model is suggested by the Budapest

/по/ . . .group ' — ' . Tuey sappiy tne oag wit a an
elastic skin ( or "Membrane!) which eaters
into dynaalcal equations as a new variablej
thus allowing for the canonical quantisation
of the whole system. The phenomenological
motivation of this step is mainly in the faot
that with the soft gluon-quark Interaction
С this hypothesis lies at the heart of the
bag-phenomenology) it is difficult to explain
tha momentum sum rule in the deep—inelastic
scattering ( the missing momentum ie ascribed
to gluons, and yet the Interaction of quarks
with gluons is presumably weak). In the
Budapest bag the miesing momentum is possibly
carried by the membrane. But now the question
is: why the interaction of the membrane Jith
quarks does not produce a large number of ?
Being conceptually transparent the Budapest
model is teohnically more complicated than the
MIT model and phenomenological applications
are still to be worked out. We hope that the
relevant questions will be answered next
year at the Budapest conference.



An Interesting question to the bag-theory 
Is: bow to explain the nuolear structure?
Without oolour gluon exchange the lowest 
energy state of the 6 quarks would Ъе a six 
quark bag and not a two-bag system represent
ing a deuteron. With oolour gluon exchange the 
six quark bag oan be viewed as a system of two 
three—quark bags thus really representing 
the deuteron system /12?/ . yor many-nucleon 
systems an Interesting phenomenon Is 
predicted a At some quark density, higher
than ln nuclear matter, the "bag* will aecome 
the lowest state again, and a phase transition 
from nuclear matter to *quark matter* Is 
possible. A simplified treatment of the deuteron 
as a six quark system is presented to this 
oonferenoe by Babuteldze and Haohabell ^129/ . 
They put all six ooloured quarks ln an effective 
potential well, desorlbed by an osoillator 
potential, and olasslfy the oolourless states 
by using the methods of the naolear shell model. 
The phenomenolegioal results seem to be 
satisfactory yet the physical motivation of the 
calculations is not ooovlnelng. There Is no 
two-bag structure of the deuteron, and It Is 
not clear why tbe energy, вау, of twelve-quark 
systems is not lower than that of the 'deuteron*. 
In general, the bag approaoh to nuclear 
physics opens new ways for Investigating the 
nuclear structure, but before a quantatlve 
approaoh Is possible, many Important points 
have to be clarified.

Reoently, It has been realized that the 
bag-like models predict an essentially 
richer spectrum of hadrons than non-relativls- 
tio potential models ( Including the Dubna 
bag). In fact, all kinds of exotlos are 
predioted to exist with masses oomparable to 
masses of the usual hadrons: ( “H  ̂ <J ) 
bound states, the mesons with exotio J"fC , 
exoitatlons corresponding to oenter of mass 
motionjetc. /-*-20/ , These predictions are not 
in agreement with present experiment, as the

empirical mass spectrum Is rather sparse. In 
the contribution by Jaffe /^20/ an attempt is 
made to identify the predicted sta
tes ( "cryptoexotic* mesons) with some more 
or less established resonances. However, this 
seriously aggravates the well^cnown difficulty 
of missing states. We oonsider the whole
problem as essentially unsettled both from 
the experimental and theoretical sides.

The most Interesting alternative to the 
MIT bag Is the VlaolareUl-SLAC bag /1Z1/
Unlike the MIT orcw, the KLAC—crew starts from 
a field theory with a spontaneous symmetry 
breaking of the vaeuum. Hence, the fundamental 
role of scalar fields in this approaoh. However, 
the surprising feature of the SLAC-bag Is 
that the quarks conoentrate near the surface 
of the bag which results in some not pleasant 
phenomenological predictions. The modem 
development of SLAC-bag is conneoted with 
solltons and is outside the soope of the present 
review. Some interrelations between SIAC and 
MIT-bags are discussed by Huang and Stump/130/. 
Using the variational approach to a model of 
quarks Interacting with a scalar field, they 
obtain two solutions. One is similar to the 
HIT bag, either to the Ylnciarelll-SLAC bag.

We have forgotten to mention two more 
problems of the bag theories. In the MIT-caloula- 
tlons it Is supposed that the quark-gluon 
coupling is rather weak so as perturbation theo
ry with respeot to this interaction be sensible. 
In faet, the phenoB-snological applications 
require rather a large value for the coupling 
constant ole ( Ac «  2.2) similar to the 
Sommerfeld constant = 1/137 ( the authors 
of refs. /118*120/ erroneously quote the 
value oCt «  0.55, see /119/ ); Kobzaxev and 
Mat'ev /*31/ eUggeat a remedy to cure this 
desease at the price of the introducing 
new parameters in the theory ( see these 
proceedings), le elso have to note a difficulty



of the Vinclarelly-SI.AC aodel in explaining the
observed sealing in deep-inelastic scattering

/121/prooesses.As suggested by Giles , this
difficulty can Ъе resolved at the expense of 
supposing the surface ot the bag to be extreme
ly soft to deformations. Then the surface is 
considered as a dynamical object ( like the 
Budapest membrane) and the theory Ъеоовез much 
more complicated than the original one. Only 
semiolassical solutions have been Investigated 
up to now.

Concluding this rather sketchy discussion 
of bags we may generally state that the bag 
theories are successful phenomenological 
theories of hadrons made of coloured quarks and 
coloured gluons but they certainly do not 
constitute a fundamental theory of matter. The 
origin of the volume or surface tension, of 
symmetries and of their breaking and of quark
шй35*зэ l a  i i o t  e jC p la lu o u .  Г и Г  — J— ~J Ъс»£5 &ГС

well suited for a description of the broken 
SU(6)-symmetry but not for the more fundamental 
SU(3)R x S V O ) L or at least 80(2)я x SU(2)6 
chiral symmetries. There are some attempts to 
incorporate PCA.C in a bag-theory at a purely 
phenomenological level ( see e.g. papers .
In these papers the pion Is treated ae an 
uncontlned field interacting with a bag surface.

4, Quarks and Experiment. Conclusions.

Now we briefly oonsider some problems 
concerning the comparison of the quark model 
with experiment. The status of the baryon 
spectroscopy has not been slgnlfloantly 
changed after the London conference ^  ( see 
also Z1-^/ ^  and we will not discuss it here. 
As to the meson speotrosoopy, there is a dra
matic change due to discovery of the new 
heavy resonanoes which we identify with charmed 
particles. Here we will not touch upon the 
details of the chaxmonlum speotxosoopy as well

as the new data on the "old" par tide s. Instead, 
we eoncentrate on some of long standing 
contradictions between the quark model and 
experiment 1) The masses of all well-established 
meaoaa ( except pseudosaalara which require 
a special treatment) can be desorlbed by a 
remarkably simple formula . The formula
Is obtained as follows. Consider some equa
tion for the bound-state wave funotlon
'Wij of the 1-th and j-th quarks ( 1 and J 
are the flavours of the quarks) which we write 
in a rather general form

m j)]Ycj =  0

W £  + r r t j  J_ С ,T’ t -ГГ11* * 2 

4 2
Here R  ij Is assumed to be some operator 
which does not depend on the quark masses УУ1{-

and Щ  . Ve suppose that Rij has the 
eigenvalues 7,‘J
«Tumi MAfnftvt+ttm

4

depending on the orbital 
L  *лЛ nn the total soln

of the quarks as follows:
4  = ^  + f - &(*+£) +

where J  Is the total spin of the bound sta
te. We introduce here the spin-spin and spin- 
orbital splittings and a linear dependence of 
the eigenvalue on L  С this corresponds to 
linear Regee trajectories of mesons). The 
equation of suoh an abstract font oan be 
obtained in different quaelpotentlal formular- 
tloaa ot the bound-state problem; the B-S 
equation for M  »  W,', ю,- oan also be approxi
mately reduoed to a similar equation /107/
However, our specific Ansatz for 1(j Is of 
non-relativietlo origin. Ve simply try to 
dramatize some problems concerning the meson 
mass spectrum. ( Without using the above 
expression for 'tij , the mass relations for 
states with equal J, L , &  oan be obtained 
supposing 7ij is Independent of I, j  ).

The expression for the meson masses is 
now obtained by setting



Th* resulting oaas fon»ulae negleot the mixing of 
different quarks ( say U U  +-*SS ) ln the
Isospin-zero <J^~ states. The mixing oan be 
considered by writing the equations for these 
states

Г  R u  -к г(”‘ w .  m - ) J Y u  - £ [2 ^ -  =
4

— * * 2  Qq lr Jt ; e Cj~±
J

This mixing follows from the speoifio flavour- 
-exohange mechanism discussed ln Seot. 3,5, A 
similar form of the mixing matrix has been 
proposed by De Rujula et al. ( airing
ln the mass matrix) and by Frltzsoh and Ulnkows- 
ky ( miring in the ease-squared matrix, see/1'1*'', 
where further references can be found). Our 
equations generalize the previous approaches» 
the quark dynanlos Is implicitly inoluded In 
the dependence of /<г on masses and In the 
eigenvalues 1i\ , Note that our aass formulae
ln general are neither linear nor quadratic 
ln masses. For L  =0, with no quark-«lxlng (£rO) 
and with = we obtain the linear mass 
formulae , Мк* — (Mp +  (vf^)
whioh are satisfied within If. To aooount for 
U/-y mixing, corresponding to & S * - * U U , d d  

пгГтН ng In Z = O t L = Oj £ = d ) Jaid 

state consider the equations for hSltu, ^ a  

and with some mixing parameter <£<5?
By applying the Sohrodlnger method of faotorl- 
aatlon ( see e.g., /*35/ -j one eesU y  obtains 
the expressions for Wii and W y  in terms of 
one unknown parameter ( other paraaeters
in this case are determined by the masses 
of K* and f ). The predioted mass of the 
f~ meson is In good agreement with the 
experimental value . ihe treatment of
mixing the 1 = 0 )  L-=d., S-d. , J ~  Z  

state requires some additional information 
oa the coefficients Qij .

These can be determined by fitting the 
general Bass formulae ( with mixing) to the

masses of the well-established mesons. The 
result ls rather Interesting — the parameters 

$ « « i  i f a  ( =  jSnu , jSrfs =  j i m

- by Isospin invariance) satisfy the relation 
f u s -  (p uu+Jis) As the differences between 
these parameters are in faot not large ( |«« —
0.872, |«i =  0.942, §SS =  1.015) the multi
plicative relation |ss
ls also very well satisfied. To our knowledge 
there are no arguments ln favour of the 
additive relation but in the contribution to 
this conference by Pasupathy it was
demonstrated that the multiplicative one 
probably follows from duality ^37/ ал& irom 

factorization property at the Вegge-pole 
residues a

An Interesting property of the Begge 
trajectories to that they seem to Intersect in 
the same point of the u t in1 plane. This fact 
for the J - trajectories was also observed 
by Beoher and Bohn , jt can be quali
tatively explained by a somewhat smaller 
radius ot the partioles containing heavier 
quarks, Azimov, Frankfurt and Khoze also 
proposed that the radius of charmed partioles 
ls dramatically smaller than that of "usual* 
partlolea .

S) AS was emphasized above the pseudosoa- 
lar mesons require a speoial treatment. Here 
we mention the most mysterious *l~ %' problem 
and the pion mass provlea. It is new generally 
believed that any solution of both problems 
ls possible only ln a theory explaining the 
broken chiral symmetry. As discussed above 
there exist two approaches to the 4 " 2 ' 

problem. Both relate the large mass differen
ce between £ and 71 and the violation 
of both quadratlo and linear relations 
to a strong mixing of & &  and U U  ( o r d d ) 
in 1 = 0 , L>=0 , iS = 0 channel.



In QCD this mixing is due to the diagram 
4 -->---»... U

where coloured gluons У  are exchanged in 
the S_channel.. A more phenomenological 
explanation is presented diagramaatiaally as

«here strange ( flavoured) Ъоипй states and 
resonances are exchanged in the t-ohannel 
( see Seot. 3.5).

Уor both aeohanisms the mixing matrix 
can be written in the form £гу - £Z for all i 
and J . This mixing matrix was Introduced 
ahore ln the equation for И Г ц  . The resulting 
expressions for the Basses of g  and 4 ' 

are of the form
i f *  rH ^- G t7- Z /9£* + Л г(4г + 2£г)

/2'г= m/ - б £г + 2 l/9£v +Аг1&' + г £ г)

неге <1г = = КЧК'-?) = O.i06V,
(•Wj = к г -ь "V/c* =  0.29*6 the only
unknown parameter being £ 3 .As m ~  ft30/2, 
the approximate value of £ г is £-=-0.053. 

With this value of £ г the prediction for 
Is 7̂' c: 0.963 whloh Is ln тегу good agreement 
with the hypothesis that —  meson is X (9SS), 
However, in this approach the pion mass Is 
defined by the relation Ж7 —  IWp - Z A2 ( —*1* 

for £ = 0 )  and Ж  =  0.280 is two times 
as large than the experimental value. We conclude 
that the plon wave function cannot Ъе described 
Ъу this simple equation. The Ideas described in 
Seot. 3.5 might be relevant to this problem 
but no successful model is available at this 
moment.

Frltzsch and Minkowsky A-3'*'/ U3e(j the same 
mixing matrix for the mass squared matrix.
Their results oan be obtained from our formulae

if we write Ж р  = К г=0.2У5?; Д 2= $ ( К г- Я ,)а О Л И Ч  

Note that this value of A z disagrees with 
that obtained from the vector and tensor тезon 
masses: tlv =  (К*г— f*)/2 ~  0 . 0 $ 3 , 
&$.-=(Kn -Al)/Z -  0 . 1 5 0  . If we 
nevertheless, try to describe 4 and 4 ' 

by their formulae with £.* defined by the 
/7 - mass, £| — — 0.200, the prediction for 

le c: l.SL. Alternatively, defining 
£г from X-masa, we find 6.J c-0.Q56,

~ 0.50. This clearly shows that £ and -X 
do not satisfy the equations. A much better 
fit oan be obtained with =r e(1.42). Ehere 
are other schemes ln which the mass ef the ^ 1 

is predloted to be close to the mass of the 
B-eeson. For example, Caser and Testa А 40 /  
came to this conclusion by using a variant 
of infinite momentum frame current algebra 
for describing the chiral symmetry brealclag.
They also suggest Identifying the X(.958) with 
an almost pure glue state.

Attempts to preserve the identification 
^'aXC.958) are baaed either on introducing 
some admixture of glue states ln the /£ and ̂  

/141/ or oa tts£ag different mixing angles S i , 

Ql' A42,122/  ̂T(J aolTe thla long
standing problem It is badly desirable to 
establish the J p -  quantum numbers of the 
X(.958) and E(1.42) and to obtain a more 
detailed and oredlble experimental information 
on radiative decays In which these mesons 
participate. In contrast with the statement 
of PD5 ̂ ^ 9 /  , the present status of the 
quantum nnabers of x(.953) is very controversial. 
This was olearly demonstrated at the Conferenoe 
by Oglevetsky and Lednlolcy ( see these Procee
dings). Unfortunately, the state of the art ln 
the meson radiative decays Is also far from 
satisfactory ( see e.g. A * 3/ and the invited 
paper by Gerasimov), In addition to defining 
the J f- quantum numbers of the DC and £  

the most important experimental problems are the 
measurements of jf’fX-» Г(Х~' XX), Г ( р “*Я?)



Г ( К ' 1~* • Sew measurements of
and Г(п*-» Ht) not using the Prlaaooff effeot 
would Ъе also welaoned, la view of their 
utter lapcrtanoe for theory ( esp. for quark 
models).

In recent paper Greco and Etia-Etlm
hare constructed a aodel successfully 
describing all the lmown aeson radiative 
widths expect Г ’С ^ ' Я Х )  • Hot Judging their 
general reasonings we only ret^rk that the noire 
quadratice 1' mi Ting ie used for caloula—
tiag decays with *7 an^ 1 1 .As aust be 
dear from the ahore discussion» this unaroldab- 
ly results ln serere dlffioulties with aass 
formulae» which are not diaonsaed ln the paper.

Finally» oonslder the new particles. If we 
suppose that J' la a pure С С state then our 
formulae immediately glre the predictions

1.93, cz 2.06.
For the pseudoscalar aesone if we use the saae 
ftlp as ahore, we will find 2) %  1.64,
F 1.87, ХсГ 3.01. If we use as the 

input 23= 1.87 , we find Xcс ~ 3.1. Trying 
all possible modifications of our equations 
we nerer obtain the mass of the X cc as 
low as 2.8 GeV. We think that the aost 
plausible explanation of these discrepancies 
ls the possibility of aixlng the С С states 
with t i  or b b  states ( the adalxture of 
quarks does not help). There exist good 
candidates for L = 1 Cc aesona ( see IlUc's 
talk, these Proceedings). If we draw the 
straight-like L - trajeotory for С  С 

through the point in the plane in which
£ S , u H  and U S  trajectories intersect» 

we find that the orbitally excited states of 
CC must lie near 3.6 GeV. More explicitly, 
we hare obtained that

ffss ~ ?S4 - fnu „  Q £ у
& su Д  5u

Let us suppose that the same ls true if we 
replace the S~quark by the c-quark. Then we 
obtain >̂cc ~ 3.9 which allows us to estimate 
the masses of iP, and Рг С с mesons. Howerer, 
the SS and LS splittings for present candidates 
are difficult to explain in usual terms and this 
possibly tells us that we hare no simple CC 
states but seme more complicated mixtures of 
С С quarks with other new quarks.

3) In conclusion we briefly discuss the 
problem of missing particles. A more detailed 
discussion of this problem oan be found in Ref.

. We mention here only the most notorious 
/^-problem. Praotioally all rariants of the 
quark model predict J fc= 1++ particle with mass

1.1 GeV. Howerer, the latest rery goed 
experiments fall to confirm that the Ai(4*i) 

bump oan be Interpreted as a resonance» and 
there are no other candidates for suoh a 
partiole. A possible explanation of this phenome
non may be searched in the influence of the 

channels. For example, in the 
decay the contribution of the resoattering 
process

is rather large ( due to the large j’JTJT 
ooupling and the large radius of the 7C- ex
change interaction). In addition, there are 
other two-meson channels strongly coupled 
to Ai and to each other. It ls possible 
that the interaction of all these channels can 
spoil the simple quark model picture in which 
Ai ls regarded as the pure state. The
detailed inrestigation of this problem would 
be rejy desirable. A preliminary discussion 
of some related ideas was attempted by Dashed and 
and Kane and by Badalyan, and Slmonor 
see also Z1-5-3/ .

A similar me chard.an can spoil the quark 
model prediction for and P ( W  -»Xfr) ,
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may give a large contribution to the decay
rate, and there is no similar contribution
to the rip-iTTH) . Suoh mechanisms could
he relevant to £>, &  interactions, as recent- vly observed by Okun and Voloshin. They 
proposed the "hadronic molecules" made of JO 
and X) whloh are bound by the pion exchange.

The first discussion of the interaction 
in the exotic channels was given by Shapiro et al. 
/146/ wk0 investigated the interactions 
in М /V channels and demonstrated a possibili
ty of exsistence of rather narrow Л/№  reso
nances. The present state of arts in this field 
was summarized at the conference by Shapiro 
( these Proceedings). Additional information 
сад be found in Rosner's review .

The moral of this sketchy discussion is as 
follows. The naive two particle ( 4 4 )  model 
of massive meson resonances is certainly too 
naive. The exotlo (44)(44) ohannel cannot be 
neglected for large masses when many ohannels 
are open or almost open, and we face an unplea/- 
sant situation: with growing mass of the 
bound state, the <f <j interaction is becoming
simpler ( the exohange forces are dying away, 
the OZI-rule Is becoming exact), but the 
influence of exotic (44) (44) channels can 
spoil the usual quark model predictions. 
Fortunately, the existence of the new ( charmed) 
particles provides us with the unique possibi
lity of the pure 4 4  high mass resonances
which are not spoiled by ( 4 4 )  ( 4 е?) 

admixture.
In this brief discussion of the experi

mental status of the quark model we conoentra>- 
ted on some unsolved problems, leaving its 
numerous successful predictions aside. It most 
be stressed that there is no substitute today

for the quark model In explaining diverse 
experimental facts in strong, weak, and electro
magnetic interactions of hadrons. Despite the 
existence of some unsolved theoretical and 
experimental problems we may oonclude that the 
quark model is in a very good shape in Tbilisi!

A preliminary version of this review was 
critically discussed by N. N.BogoluboV,
A,A.Logunov, A.N.Tavkhelidze and they have given 
таду suggestions about its general plan.
Several topics were disoussed with P.N.BogolUj- 
bor, A.De Hujula, A.D.Dolgov, A.V.Efremov, 
R.N.Faustov, S.B.Gerasimov, V.G.Kadyshevsky,
O.A.Khrustalev, J.Kuti,R.Lednicky, Y.A.Matreev, 
V. A.Meshcheryakov, R.Mlr-Kaslmov, R.M.Muradyan, 
V.I.Oglevetsky, G.Preparata, I.S.Shapiro, 
L.B.Okun» D.V.Shlrkov, B.V.Struminsky,
M.V.Terent'ev, I.T.Todorov, V.I.Zakharov , and 
m any  others. All these discussions and the 
help of the scientific secretaries D.P.Mavlo 
and I.L.Solortsov are kindly acknowledged.
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